March 2019

Courthouse Steps

inspired by

at the National Quilt Museum
Photo: National Women's Suff rage Day, 1914 in St. Louis, MO
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Guest Designer: Go-Go Kim Niedzwiecki
Go-Go Kim

Find Kim Online:
Instagram: @gogokim
Twitter: @gogokim
Website: gogokim.com

I would love to see
your version and hear
your story for the Courthouse
Steps Block of the Month.
When sharing on social
media, please be sure to tag
#nationalquiltmuseum
and #gogokim.

Kim Niedzwiecki, also known as Go-Go Kim, is a
sewing enthusiast that has been a contributor for
Moda Fabrics Moda Bake Shop, collaborated in the
book Kitchen Stitches for Martingale and The Splendid
Sampler. She has written tutorials for Bernina We All
Sew, Sew4Home, and was an Aurifil Designer of the
Month. To gather the quilting community in a fun way,
she organized and co-hosts the Missing Market on
Instagram. Every challenge encountered with sewing
was a way for her to share with others that if she can
do it, they can too! Kim is currently the social media
manager for Island Batik.
“I have four children spanning over three decades
who have taught me everything I need to know about
what makes life important... give of yourself regardless
of sleep deprivation, look for the little things in life to
bring you great joy, loving just for the sake of loving
is sometimes all that is really needed, hot chocolate
cannot be consumed without a HUGE amount of
whipped cream and when in doubt don’t ask Dad, he
will always tell you the truth!
My teaching style will hopefully reach people wanting
to learn how to sew but are not crazy about lots of text
and unclear visuals and also sewers that just love to
sew and like my projects! I want everyone to just take
that first stitch! I believe that if you take the first one...
you will be HOOKED!”
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Inspiration
HERstory

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Rosie the Riveter, and Susan B. Anthony

March is Women’s History Month, and over 100 strong women from the suffragette
movement to today are celebrated in the exhibit HERstory. Curator Susanne M. Jones
brings together work by 84 artists from 7 countries, to honor to women well known
to us, as well as those who worked behind the scenes.
Guest designer Go-Go Kim explains, “Courthouse Steps are a variation of the
traditional log cabin that represents home. For my addition to the Block the Month,
based on HERstory, I could not think of a block more appropriate than that of
Courthouse Steps. What it meant to the people that had fought for rights on those
steps, those that have had lives changed through divorce, justice for those that have
been wronged, and even some that have been brought together in courthouse
marriages. There are many stories that happen on those steps. Courthouse Steps are
a powerful place. Since each person’s story is different, each of the quadrants in my
pattern is unique.”
The photo on the cover comes from the Missouri History Museum: “Speaker
addressing the crowd on the steps of the St. Louis Court House on National
Women’s Suffrage Day, 2 May 1914.” This was taken several years before the 19th
Amendment passed, allowing American women the right to vote.
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Pattern: Sample Block
Sample block

sample by Go-Go Kim

• Size 10.5" x 10.5" (finishes 10" x 10")
• Skills: foundation paper piecing
• Supplies: Basic quilting supplies, quilting ruler or Add-A-Quarter ruler,
fabric (amounts listed on pages 12–15)
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About Foundation Paper Piecing
Foundation paper pieced blocks are the best way to
create points and precision that regular piecing cannot.
It is perfect for making use of smaller pieces of fabric
efficiently while creating beauty. Courthouse Steps is a
traditional design, but using this construction method
allows for accurate piecing at a miniature scale.
The brilliance of these Courthouse Steps is in the
scrappy rainbow. Each block is scrappy and includes
your choice of color value. My blocks were based
on what I had on hand in my sewing room and the
variations are light, medium, and dark.
The fabric cuts suggested at the bottom of each
template (pages 12–15) are generous for you to be able
to adjust to what suits your style. If you are a beginner,
these will help you gain confidence when learning how
to paper piece. For me, I like having wiggle room! These
will be trimmed down as you need for each strip.

Remember these handy tips
for foundation paper piecing
• You will be sewing from the printed side
of the foundation
• You will be arranging your fabric on the BACK
side of the foundation
• Your pattern is the reverse of the finished block
(although these quadrants are symmetrical)
• Reduce your stitch length to 1.5-1.8
• Sew pieces in numbered order
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Pattern: Foundation Paper Piecing
Photo 1

There are many different methods
for paper piecing. I am a visual
sewist and this is my favorite way.
1. Print the four paper templates
at 100% (pages 12–15). Check
to make sure that the 1" block is
accurate before sewing.
2. Pre-Fold along all the lines of
the template. This will help with
trimming and being able to see the
lines on the opposite side as you
are working (photo 1).
3. The numbered side of the paper
is the Right side. Place the Wrong
side of fabric pieces on the Wrong
side of the paper.

Photo 2

Sample uses solid fabrics, so there
is no right or wrong side of the
fabric in these photos.
4. Place red square in the template
center on the opposite side of the
printing. Center the fabric in the A1
square, be sure the fabric extends
at least ¼" beyond the folded
line. To help keep the fabric from
slipping, you can use a washable
glue stick. Dab a bit on the paper and
place the fabric on top (photo 2).
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Pattern: Foundation Paper Piecing
5. Take piece A2 and lay it on top of
A1 lining up the edge of the fabric.
If you are more comfortable, place a
pin in the two pieces of fabric
before turning over to sew (photo 3).

Photo 3

6. FLIP paper over holding onto the
fabrics. The lined side of the paper
should now be facing you and the
fabrics are on the side facing down
(photo 4).

Photo 4

Photo 5

7. Decrease your stitch length to 1.5
or 1.6 (photo 5).
8. SEW the line between A1 and A2
(photo 6).
9. TRIM excess thread tails.

Photo 6
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Pattern: Foundation Paper Piecing
Photo 7

10. FOLD back the paper along the
prefolded line between A1 and A2.
11. TRIM any excess fabric ¼" from
the folded edge of the paper
(photo 7).
12. Open piece A2 and PRESS seam
(photo 8).
13. Place fabric piece A3 Right sides
together with fabric piece A1
(photo 9).

Photo 8

14. SEW directly on the solid line
between sections A1 & A3.
15. FOLD back the paper along the
prefolded line between A1 and A3.
16. TRIM any excess fabric ¼" from
the folded edge of the paper.
17. Open piece A3 and PRESS flat.

Photo 9
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Pattern: Foundation Paper Piecing
Photo 10

This is where the pre-folding
comes in handy.
18. Fold along the line between A1
& A4. TRIM any excess fabric ¼"
from the folded edge of the paper
(photo 10).
19. Go ahead and fold along the line
between A1 & A5. TRIM any
excess fabric ¼" from the folded
edge of the paper.

Photo 11

You’re now ready to add the next
two fabric pieces (photo 11).
20. Lay fabric piece A4 on top, FLIP
over to the printed side of the
template, and SEW along the line
between A1 & A4.
21. TRIM excess thread tails and
PRESS piece A4 open.
22. Repeat steps 20–21 for piece A5
(photo 12).

Photo 12

You have completed the first
round. It seems time consuming
but when you have a rhythm
going, it will go really fast!
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Pattern: Foundation Paper Piecing
Photo 13

23. Repeat steps 5–22 for all remaining
rounds in quadrant A (photo 13).
24. Trim the finished quadrant along
the dashed line to 5.5" square
(photo 14).
25. Repeat all steps for remaining
quadrants B, C & D.

Photo 14
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Assembly

Photo 15

A

D

B

C

Finishing:
1. Once all quadrants are finished
and trimmed, arrange them into
your final layout (photo 15).
2. Place two quadrants right side
together, lining up the outer edges,
and SEW a ¼" seam. Repeat with
remaining two quadrants. PRESS
seams open.
Tip: Switch to a quarter inch foot,
but keep the stitch length short.
3. SEW the two halves together to
complete the block (photo 16).
4. PRESS seams open.

Photo 16

5. Carefully rip away the paper from
the back of the block. Gently use
tweezers if you need to get any
small pieces (photo 17).

Finished? Fantastic!
Photo 17

When you finish your block,
we encourage you to upload a
picture to the Facebook group
to share ideas and inspiration
with other members.
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Template A
Square
should
measure
1-inch

A1

A34
A30
A26
A22
A18
A14
A10
A6
A2

A35
A31
A27
A23
A19
A15
A11
A7
A3

A36
A32
A28
A24
A20
A16
A12
A8
A4

A37
A33
A29
A25
A21
A17
A13
A9
A5

Courthouse Steps A: Yellow/Orange Block
Fabric Required:
SUGGESTED COLOR
Red
Scraps of Yellow
Scraps of Orange

AMOUNT
(1) square
(10) strips
(8) strips
(8) strips
(10) strips

SIZE
1.5" x 1.5"
1.25" x 3.5"
1.25" x 6.5"
1.25" x 3.5"
1.25" x 6.5"
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Template B
Square
should
measure
1-inch

B1

B30
B26
B22
B18
B14
B10
B6
B2

B31
B27
B23
B19
B15
B11
B7
B3

B32
B28
B24
B20
B16
B12
B8
B4

B33
B29
B25
B21
B17
B13
B9
B5

Courthouse Steps B: Green/Teal Block
Fabric Required:
SUGGESTED COLOR
Red
Scraps of Green
Scraps of Blue-green

AMOUNT
(1) square
(8) strips
(8) strips
(6) strips
(10) strips

SIZE
2.0" x 2.0"
1.25" x 3.5"
1.25" x 6.5"
1.25" x 3.5"
1.25" x 6.5"
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Template C
Square
should
measure
1-inch

C28
C24
C20
C16
C12
C8

C1

C26
C22
C18
C14
C10
C6
C2

C27
C23
C19
C15
C11
C7
C3

C4

C29
C25
C21
C17
C13
C9
C5

Courthouse Steps C: Purple/Blue Block
Fabric Required:
SUGGESTED COLOR
Red
Scraps of Purple
Scraps of Blue

AMOUNT
(1) square
(6) strips
(8) strips
(4) strips
(10) strips

SIZE
2.5" x 2.5"
1.25" x 3.5"
1.25" x 6.5"
1.25" x 3.5"
1.25" x 6.5"
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Template D
Square
should
measure
1-inch

D1

D22
D18
D14
D10
D6
D2

D23
D19
D15
D11
D7
D3

D24
D20
D16
D12
D8
D4

D25
D21
D17
D13
D9
D5

Courthouse Steps D: Pink/Red Block
Fabric Required:
SUGGESTED COLOR
Red
Scraps of Pink
Scraps of Red

AMOUNT
(1) square
(4) strips
(8) strips
(2) strips
(10) strips

SIZE
3.0" x 3.0"
1.25" x 3.5"
1.25" x 6.5"
1.25" x 3.5"
1.25" x 6.5"
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National Quilt Museum Updates
Round 2

If you enjoyed the first 12-months of pattern designs in the
museum’s free Block of the Month Club, just wait until you
see what Round 2 has in store! A new pattern will be released
on April 1, 2019 to kick off another 12-month cycle of blocks
inspired by exhibits at the National Quilt Museum. Check out
our 2019 schedule for a hint at where we may find inspiration.
• Look Ahead quiltmuseum.org/2019

hed? Fantasti
Labels inis
c!
F

Instructions will be released mid-March with suggestions of
how to complete your 12 blocks into a sampler. The first 1,000
finished quilts (quilted & bound!) including the patterns (or
a recognizable variation) from ALL 12 blocks are eligible to
receive a free custom label from the museum. A home-printer
version of the label will be available to anyone in the club.
• Stay Tuned quiltmuseum.org/blockofthemonth

I Participated in the First Round
April 2018–March 2019

Quilting Day

Saturday, March 16th is National Quilting Day! The museum
is promoting this holiday in partnership with Quilt Alliance.
Attend the kickoff event at the National Quilt Museum at 10 am
CST, or watch the free livestream on our Facebook page.
• Celebrate National-Quilting-Day.org
• Watch Live facebook.com/NationalQuiltMuseum
• Share on Social Media #NationalQuiltingDay

Get Involved

The National Quilt Museum supports the quilting community
by bringing the work of today’s quilters to new audiences
worldwide. The museum is a 501c3 nonprofit organization
primarily funded through the generosity of people and
companies passionate about quilting. You can help! Follow
us on social media, spread the word, visit the galleries, take a
class, shop, become a member, make a donation, or volunteer!
• Learn More quiltmuseum.org/getinvolved

